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Pieces of the Asian dream

• Indo-Pacific



• Two Asian giants pursuing interests in the littoral states spread across
the Indo-Pacific.

• Influence through heightened diplomatic, bilateral and military
engagement

• Influence through hard investments in cash-strapped littoral nations
suffering from massive infrastructural deficits.

• Cambodia: China is largest provider of foreign aid and has invested in
dams, oilfields, highways, textile operations and mines.

• Philippines: In 2016, when U.S. legislators blocked the sale of about
26,000 M4 rifles. Beijing provided rifles worth about $3.3 million to
the Philippines police and guns worth $7.35 million to fight against
extremists in the city of Marawi.
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• We enjoy cordial relationship but it is unlikely that diplomatic
hobnobbing alone will help garner the grouping’s support for its
Indo-Pacific strategy against China’s raw cash power and growing
military presence.

• ASEAN’s trade with China far surpasses that with India, and
Chinese foreign direct investment in ASEAN is 9 times higher than
India’s.

• South Asia: failed to provide any concrete plans for Nepal and Sri
Lanka.

• Belt and Road Initiative (BRI): billions to littoral states in the
Indian Ocean Region to build a series of ports
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• ASEAN has a cultural affinity with India with its shared religious
diversity, ancient ties and a sizeable Indian diaspora in countries like
Singapore and Malaysia.

• Indonesia and Singapore are looking to bolster relations with India.

• After the U.S., India enjoys global soft power through its art,
literature, music, dance and cinema.

• Japan has significantly increased its engagement with India and the
two countries enjoy robust military ties.

• India-Australia: ‘2+2’ dialogue
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The final frontier of populism?

• If a baker refuses to make a wedding cake for a same sex couple citing
his religious beliefs, is that an exercise of religious liberty or a case of
discrimination against homosexuals?

• The Indian Supreme Court is seized of the conflict between a religious
belief and charges of discrimination in a case on Sabarimala.

• Mr. Trump is building a legacy that could outlast his presidency by
decades: attempts to reshape the country’s judiciary.

• Mr. Trump’s nominees are not only almost entirely originalists but they
are also far less diverse than the cohort of judges appointed by Mr.
Obama.



• Judges are not impervious to public opinion but they are not meant to
be its slaves either.

• The Trump movement and his judicial appointments seek to bend the
judiciary to majoritarian pressures.

• The turbulence within the Indian judiciary and in its relations with the
political executive and the legislature could also be seen in the
context of the ongoing populist project to reshape the country.

• A judiciary dismissive of the popular will could disrupt the balance of
power among the branches; but a judiciary subservient to
majoritarianism will certainly undermine democracy.



Stagnation post-summit

• June 12 Singapore summit: USA and North Korea

• The lack of specifics was a huge diplomatic advantage for a regime
that has already detonated six atomic devices.

• Mr. Trump offered to suspend what he called “war games”

• Pyongyang has so far dodged U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s
repeated demand to hand over a large proportion of its nuclear
stockpile.

• The Kim regime has dismantled a rocket launch site, but that may
not necessarily impede its missile launch capability, say experts.
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Important News

• -Athletics - 2018 Asian Games - Men's 800m, Final - GBK Main Stadium, Jakarta, Indonesia - August 28, 2018 - Manjit 

Singh of India wins the race ahead of Jinson Johnson of India and Abubaker Abdalla of Qatar.
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• SC questions second chance for those left out of NRC
• The court was referring to the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) proposed by 

the government, which allows a claimant for Indian citizenship to “change his 
legacy” by submitting additional documents at the ‘claims and objections’ stage.

• The court asked whether this would amount to “re-doing the claims” of those left 
out from the draft NRC published on July 31.

• There is no 2nd chance for the Taj, SC warns U.P.
• Protecting the Taj Mahal means taking care of everything around the mausoleum 

commissioned by the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan for his wife, Mumtaz Mahal, in 
1632, the Supreme Court said on Tuesday. 

• “Remember, once the Taj Mahal goes, there is no second chance,” Justice Madan 
B. Lokur told the Uttar Pradesh government.

• SC finds audit of child shelters ‘frightening’
• Only 54 of 2,874 homes pass muster 

• India’s most polluted: 30% have no clean up plan
• Of the 102 cities singled out by the Centre for their alarming pollution levels, only

73 have submitted a plan of remedial action to the CPCB. 



• Choppers must go, says Maldives

• Law Minister asks CJI to recommend successor
• Govt. starts process as Justice Misra is set to retire on Oct. 2
• Starting the process of appointing the next Chief Justice of India (CJI), Union Law 

Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad has written to the incumbent, Dipak Misra, to 
recommend the name of his successor.

• Under the Memorandum of Procedure governing the appointment of the CJI, the 
Law Minister should ask the outgoing CJI to recommend a name.

• The MoP says: “Appointment to the office of the Chief Justice of India should be 
of the senior-most judge of the Supreme Court considered fit to hold the office.” 
Justice Ranjan Gogoi is the senior-most judge of the top court after the CJI.

• However, his appointment as the next CJI has been a matter of debate after he 
joined an unprecedented press conference by the four senior-most judges of the 
Supreme Court in January, where they questioned CJI Misra on “the allocation of 
important cases”.

• Minister said: As far as the appointment of the Chief Justice of India is 
concerned, the convention is clear ... the sitting Chief Justice names the senior-
most judge [of the apex court] as his successor. When the name comes to us, we 
will discuss it.”
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Financial News

• ISRO to launch 
Chandrayaan-2 in 
January

• Chandrayaan-2, which has 
been in the pipeline for a 
long time now, has been 
finally given a new launch 
period. ISRO chairman K 
Sivan said Chandrayaan-2 
will be launched by 
Geosynchronous Satellite 
Launch Vehicle Mark III 
(GSLV Mk III) between 
January 3 and February 
16 next year. 

• The organisation has 
taken a review by experts 
throughout the country 
regarding the moon 
project.

• “The mass of 
Chandrayaan-2 has been 
increased to 3.8 tonne
which can’t be launched 
by GSLV. 

• Hence, ISRO has 
redefined the launch 
vehicle to GSLC-Mk III 
which will offer a more 
stable landing than 
Chandrayaan-I had.”

ISRO to launch Chandrayaan-2 in January



• ‘We’re Ready for 5G and its Supportive Airwaves’
• Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (Trai) wants a vibrant telecom sector for 

ubiquitous, affordable and inclusive digital communications infrastructure, 
chairman RS Sharma said.



Vocabulary

• Hawkish: warlike, militant

बाज की तरह, तेजतराार 
• Afflicted: cause pain or suffering to; affect or trouble.

संतप्त, व्यथित, सताया हुआ, तप्त
• Conferring: grant or bestow or have discussions; exchange opinions.

प्रदान करना
• Stigma: a mark of disgrace associated with a particular circumstance, 

quality, or person

कलंक, लांछन, धब्बा, थिह्न, कुक्षि, ककसी रोग का विशषे थिह्न
• Ostracization: exclusion from a society or group.

समाज से ननकाला, ननष्कासन
• Dovish:



Map based answer



Map based quiz



1) Consider the below given statements.
1) Fortazela is close to Equator than Tropic of Capricorn
2) Rio de Janerio is closer to Tropic of Capricon than Equator
Choose the correct statement
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both
D. None

2) Consider the following statements
1) India’s territorial limit beyond the sea coast is around 30 km
2) The difference between north and south extremities is lesser than east 

and west extremities of India
Choose the correct statement
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 
D. None

Answers-



1. The demand for Constituent Assembly without outside interference was 
accepted in principle for the first time by the British in
A. Cabinet Mission
B. Cripps Proposals
C. August offer, 1940
D. Government of Indi Act, 1935

2. Consider the following with respect to Constituent Assembly
1. It was constituted under Wavell Plan
2. Sikhs were given reservation in the seats of only British provinces in 

Assembly alongside Muslims
3. The principle of Separate Electorates continued for the elections of the 

members
Choose the correct options
A. 1 and 3 only
B. 2 only
C. 2 and 3 only
D. All of them

Questions-
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D Do you know? 

Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 

Download PDF notes of this lecture from my FB page or Twitter or our Telegram Channel


